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Corona guidelines for 2021 mineral exploration field activities  

– updated on May 25, 2021 
 

Since the beginning of the year Greenland has been closed for international travels and all country 

entry has since then been possible only by authority approval. Since April 29th a limited number of 

international travelers a week are being allowed country entry. It has recently also been accepted 

by the Greenlandic national authorities that travel to Greenland in relation to mineral exploration 

field activities can be approved if a number of requirements specified below are met. 

Application for country entry in relation to mineral exploration activities must be submitted to the 

Corona Secretariat (corona@nanoq.gl) and the MLSA (mlsa@nanoq.gl), and if the conditions 

outlined in the guidelines below are met the companies can expect to be granted access.  

The guidelines presented below are the currently applicable, and it is very important to stress that 

as the Covid-19 pandemic evolves the Greenlandic Covid-19 restrictions will be prone for 

adjustments. 

The Government of Greenland is currently the sole entity responsible for reviewing and approving 

applications to enter Greenland for field activities and have appointed a Corona Secretariat to lead 

this initiative. The MLSA is assisting the Corona Secretariat and will be the main focal point for 

companies applying for country entry in relation to planned field activities in 2021. 

A series of Executive Orders have been put into effect to outline the current travel, testing, and 

quarantine requirements for those wishing to travel in and out of the country. The latest Executive 

Order update came into effect on May 21th, 2021 and will be active so far until the end of May, 

2021. 

 

The key requirements of the Executive Orders are as follows (* Special terms/exceptions/-

specifications for travel related to field activities are shown below the general requirements in 

Italic):  

 

a. COVID-19 tests must not be older than 72 hours (3 days) on departure to Greenland. The 

test must have been taken in a Nordic country or from a test center that has been pre-

approved by the Corona Secretariat. 

* The Corona Secretariat may accept COVID-19 tests from other countries if the test 

facility and test procedure has been approved by the Corona Secretariat.  

 

b. After April 29th international commercial flight between Greenland (Kangerlussuaq) and 

Copenhagen are operating again with a capacity of 600 passengers per week.  

 

c. For all other commercial passenger routes the flight ban continues at least to the end of 

May 2021. Therefore, any flight route between Greenland and Iceland will still be 

cancelled. 

mailto:corona@nanoq.gl
mailto:mlsa@nanoq.gl
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* Private chartered international flight from Iceland to East Greenland may under 

special circumstances be allowed access after application to the Corona 

Secretariat/MLSA and the aviation authority. Access for aircrafts with passengers will 

only be permitted to unmanned airstrips far away from inhabited areas, and it is a 

requirement that arriving passengers will go directly into field quarantine for 14 days on 

arrival. On departure from Greenland passengers can travel from manned airports 

provided they are out of their 14-day quarantine period. An addition requirement for 

access to East Greenland fieldwork is that operating companies have an emergency 

response plan and medical insurance covering evacuation and hospital treatment in 

Iceland (i.e. the expeditions are not relying on the Greenlandic health care system). 

 

d. The Greenlandic government has issued a flight ban on access to air operations for civil 

passenger flights to Greenland from areas outside Greenland. Every flight besides Air 

Greenland (Copenhagen-Kangerlussuaq) must seek permission to enter Greenlandic 

airspace. This is handled by ‘Trafikstyrelsen’ – Danish Civil Aviation and Railway Authority 

(https://tbst.dk/en/Civil-aviation/COVID19-Overview-of-guidance-material-and-initiatives-

in-the-aviation-area/Information-on-flight-ban-for-Greenland#).  

 * An application for dispensation sent to aviation authority must be accompanied by a 

passenger list that will be used for potential later infection detection by the authorities. 

The passenger list must contain information on full name, date of birth, mobile number 

working in Greenland, first Greenlandic airport destination and any further domestic 

travel, full address of quarantine location (or field site location)  

 

e. Entry by private vessel or aircraft requires permission from the Corona Secretariat. 

*Entry by private vessel or aircraft with travelers to Greenland can be permitted to the 

both the west- and east coast of Greenland. If a vessel has been isolated at sea for at 

least 14 days, then the passengers and crew are free to enter anywhere in Greenland. If, 

however the vessel is still in quarantine an isolated field camp can serve as a quarantine 

camp if dispensation is granted from the authorities. International passenger entry 

directly to East Greenland by aircraft will only be permitted if the aircraft lands on an 

unmanned airstrip far away from any inhabited place. Thus, a stopover with passengers 

in Kulusuk, Constable Point or Mestersvig to example will not be permitted. 

*“Technical docking” by vessel or “technical” stopover by aircraft may be permitted for 

international transport with equipment to East Greenland, also without observing any 

quarantine. A “technical” stop is only for fueling and on- and offloading of equipment, 

and requires that there is no contact between crew members and the local population. 

Also, no passengers are allowed on- or offboarding during a stopover. 

https://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/en/Civil-aviation
https://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/en/Civil-aviation
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*After April 29th there are no restrictions on passengers travel out of Greenland. 

Consequently, crew members can to example return to Iceland from East Greenland by 

ship or plane, provided that ship and aircraft crew does not have any contact to people 

staying in Greenland (same as for technical stopovers). 

To enter Greenland, travelers are prior to boarding a flight to Greenland required to: (i) 

Complete an entry form (SUMUT -  https://www.sumut2020.gl/Instructions/EditInstructions), 

(ii) Have documentation of a negative COVID-19 PCR (molecular) test no more than 72 hrs old, 

(iii) Enter self-quarantine for 14 days which can be shortened by a re-test on the 5th day after 

arrival. If visitors have completed a Covid-19 vaccination program and have a vaccination pass, 

they can be retested one day after their arrival, and if the test results is negative they are free 

of the quarantine. 

f. Country entry points: Greenlandic settlements are divided into “Open Places” and 
“Vulnerable Places.” Open places include Aasiaat, Ilulissat, Kangerlussuaq, Maniitsoq, 
Narsaq, Narsarsuaq, Nuuk, Paamiut, Qaqortoq, Qasigiannguit, Qeqertarsuaq and Sisimiut. 

Vulnerable Places include all other year-round inhabited places not on the Open list. 

*The entire coast of East Greenland is a “Vulnerable Place” so no quarantine and 
retesting is possible on any east coast location. 

g. It is possible to travel directly to an Open Place to carry out one’s COVID testing and 
quarantine period. 

 

h. In order to travel to a Vulnerable Place, one is first required to undergo quarantine in an 

Open Place for at least 14 days without showing COVID-19 symptoms. Alternately, one can 

get re-tested on the 5th day after arrival (if Covid-19 vaccination completed re-test can be 

done one day after arrival). A negative test result then allowed the individual to travel 

onward in Greenland. 

*An isolated field camp may be accepted as a quarantine location, and in that case, it 

will be possible to travel directly to the field camp after country entry. The entire field 

camp, however, will then be considered as an isolated quarantine area where visits are 

not permitted before the camp has observed a 14-day quarantine period (alternative a 

5-day quarantine and re-test).  

i. All individuals over 12 years old, as well as aircraft personnel, must wear a mask or visor 

when travelling or in quarantine. While outdoors in nature, one is exempt from wearing a 

mask or visor only if a 2m distance from other people can be maintained at all times. 

Masks can be disposable masks or cloth masks that cover the nose and mouth, which are 

attached with string, elastic, or similar behind the ears or behind the head and are snug 

around the face. A visor is a plastic screen that covers the nose and mouth but does not 

close tightly around the face. 

 

j. COVID Treatment in Greenland: 

 

https://www.sumut2020.gl/Instructions/EditInstructions
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- If an individual begins to exhibit COVID-19 symptoms after arriving in Greenland, they are 

required to contact the nearest health center as soon as possible, isolate themselves from 

others, and await instructions on further course of treatment. Individuals testing positive 

for COVID-19 cannot leave Greenland until a negative test is available, unless they require 

intensive care treatment in Copenhagen. 

- Individuals testing positive for COVID-19 will be assigned to isolation by the authorities and 

cannot leave the country before they have been released from isolation. This is normally 

granted 7 days after latest Covid-19 symptoms. 

- The traveler is responsible for covering all the expenses incurred related to medical care, 

meals, and accommodation – either personally or through a travel insurance policy. 

- Greenland is not part of any international agreements considering health care with the rest 

of the world. This means that people who come from a country outside the EU and the 

Nordic countries must pay for all health care and transportation in Greenland and home 

from Greenland. Comprehensive health travel insurance is mandatory. 

- There is presently no requirement from the Greenlandic government to provide a negative 

COVID-19 test in order to be able to leave Greenland. 
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Special requirements for travelers from non-Nordic countries 

 

Requirements in order to enter Greenland: 

- Documentation of a negative COVID-19 PCR test no older than 72 hours from time of test sampling 

to the time of departure of the aircraft flying to Greenland. 

- Documentation on a valid pre-approval letter from Corona Secretariat of Government of 

Greenland.  

- Documentation on fulfilled SUMUT-form (www.sumut2020.gl). SUMUT-form collects the traveller’s 
contact information and travel plan. Authorities may need to use the information in case of 

necessity of contact tracing of possibly COVID-19 infected persons.    

 

Before we can grant you a valid pre-approval letter for the COVID-19 test performed outside 

Nordic countries, we kindly ask you to provide information listed below: 

- Name of the traveller 

- Physical address of COVID-19 test place and the name of test performing company or institution 

and homepage of  

 

The test performing institution or company must be able to provide following information on the 

test certificate: 

- Name of the tested person. 

- Test type (which has to be a naso or oropharyngeal swab sample collected by a formally trained 

test performer and analysed in rt-PCR. 

- Date and time of testing. 

- Verification/authentication information on test certificate.  

 

Rapid diagnostic testing for antigen or antibody cannot be applied to document no infection with 

SARS-CoV-2 on entry to Greenland. 

 

Dispensation from the Greenlandic flight ban for all international flights to Greenland: 

- Currently a flight ban for all international flights to Greenland is applicable, and for the time being 

only three commercial flights a week from Copenhagen to Kangerlussuaq are allowed. A 

dispensation from this flight ban may however be granted following an application for a 

dispensation to the Danish aviation authorities.  

- The application for a dispensation must to be sent to the Danish aviation authorities – 

“Trafikstyrelsen” – Danish Civil Aviation and Railway Authority (https://tbst.dk/en/Civil-

aviation/COVID19-Overview-of-guidance-material-and-initiatives-in-the-aviation-area/Information-

on-flight-ban-for-Greenland#).  

- The application must be accompanied by a passenger list that will be used for potential later 

infection detection by the authorities. The passenger list must contain information on full name, 

date of birth, mobile number working in Greenland, first Greenlandic airport destination and any 

further domestic travel, full address of quarantine location (or field site location) 

 

http://www.sumut2020.gl/
https://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/en/Civil-aviation
https://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/en/Civil-aviation
https://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/en/Civil-aviation
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Wording of the Pre-approval letter attachment: 

PRE-APPROVAL LETTER FOR COVID-19 TEST RELATED TO ENTRY TO GREENLAND: 

  

Please have a careful look at the attached document and write back to me to confirm 

if it is ok or if it needs additions, corrections or changes. 

Please also make sure that the test report is easy to understand, preferably in English. 

Requirements for an accepted test certificate are mentioned in the pre-approval 

document. The document must be presented together with the COVID-19 test 

certificate to the personnel from the airliner transporting the traveller to Greenland. 

Test certificates that are valid for entry to Greenland must show following 

information:  

- Name of the tested person 

- Test type (which must be a naso or oropharyngeal swab sample 

collected by a formally trained test performer and analysed in rt-

PCR. 

- Date and time of testing.  

- Verification/authentication information on test certificate. 

- Rapid diagnostic testing for antigen or antibody cannot be applied 

to document no infection with SARS-CoV-2 on entry to Greenland. 

 

 

Contact information to Greenlandic authorities: 

 

Office   Phone 

Corona Hotline Covid-19 questions, SUMUT form etc. +299 80 11 00 

      

National Health Authority   +299 34 51 92 

      

Healthcare: Avannaata  Ilulissat +299 94 32 11 

  Qaanaaq +299 97 10 11 

  Upernavik +299 96 12 11 

  Uummannaq +299 96 12 11 

Healthcare: Qeqertalik Aasiaat +299 89 22 11 

  Kangaatsiaq +299 89 43 00 

  Qasigiannguit +299 91 12 11 

  Qeqertarsuaq +299 92 12 11 

Healthcare: Qeqqata Sisimiut +299 86 88 12 

  Kangerlussuaq +299 86 88 12 

  Sisimiut +299 86 42 11 

Healthcare: Sermersooq Nuuk +299 34 44 00 

  Ittoqqortoormiit +299 99 10 11 

  Paamiut +299 68 12 11 

  Tasiilaq +299 98 12 11 
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Healthcare: Kujalleq Qaqortoq +299 64 22 11 

  Nanortalik +299 61 32 11 

  Narsaq +299 66 12 11 

  Narsarsuaq +299 66 12 11 

      

Police: Emergency call   +299 70 14 48 

   

   

 

 


